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Abridged from a talk given at the Philadelphia Association

Geoffrey Cornelius
A central theme that I would like to
address is that there's a hidden agenda in
method, something shared but not
commonly recognised, for both astrology
and psychoanalysis.
I'm going to start with comparisons
of astrological and psychoanalytic
cultures. The discovery of the
unconscious has had an extraordinary
influence upon modern thought. The
terminology of the unconscious is a
commonplace, it' s become a truism. And
this so much informs our categories of
thinking that we do not think of humanity
apart from the framework of
understanding laid down in the project of
psychoanalysis. It' s an everyday thing
for people to interpret problems from
somebody's childhood to show why they
are like they are now. Yet we don' t
realise for a moment how we are
implicated in the net of psychological
and psychoanalytic theory. It matters not
a bit whether this everyday interpretation
is a misunderstanding of what the
intellectual leaders of opinion are doing.
This is the way that ordinary people
define themselves and humankind. The
project of humanity is a psychological
project. For a while the Marxist
interpretation got a bit of a toe-hold, but
that' s on the way out now, isn't it? The
field is left clear for the psychoanalytic this all-pervasive framework for
discussing and defining and knowing
ourselves, to give us ideas to think about
ourselves.
We only have to go back a very few
centuries to discover that it was the
astrological or cosmological framework
within which the question of humanity
was defined. If you go to see
Shakespeare, you' ll soon become aware
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of his astrological references. An
important part of his imagery will be
drawn, sometimes with only the faintest
allusion, from a cosmological reference.
Occasionally there is a piece of
sophisticated astrological terminology.
but most often there is an appeal to a
notion of an order of 'correspondences·.
a great chain of being, whereby humanity
is related to the whole visible cosmos:
man the measure of all things, with ' all

One of the most pervasive
symbols by which we take an
image ofourselves, is still the
.._......._
....
astrological

______

______

things' being literally the cosmos. The
Renaissance humanists, some of whom
hated certain aspects of predictive
astrology, would still use as part of their
discussion an image of man measured
against the heavens. Those thinkers do
not appear from our point of view to be
able to step out of that metaphor. In the
same way a thinker now, however much
they might try, cannot step out of the
definition that we now have of the
psyche, of psychological man.
There aren't many definitions that
hold people , other than the
psychological , the religious, or the
astrological. Let me emphas ise the
enduring significance of this astrological
' holding' . There won't be a person in this
room who doesn't know their Sun sign,
unless you're bom on the cusp and you
say 'I don' t know whether I'm a Gemini
or Cancer'. There will not be a person in
this room who has not at some point
reflected an image of themselves against
an image given in one of the Sun sign

columns in the newspaper. So despite our
rational thought and great advances, it
would seem that one of the most
pervasive symbols by which we take an
image of ourselves , is still the

Astrology is the hermeneutic
of desire
astrological. Just there under the surface,
not allowed, not decent, but there, is the
astrological. The psychological/
psychoanalytical hasn't completely
supplanted it.
Although these metaphors occupy the
same place for their respective cultures,
there are obvious differences between
them. Most importantly the modern
understanding of the psyche has divested
the image of humanity of its
religious/ spiritual domain. Another
uncomfortable area for the modern
definition is its location with respect to
the natural sciences. How it stands with
'science'
is
problematic
for
psychoanalysis, in a way that was never
problematic for astrology in relation to
the medieval sciences. Astrology
occupied a coherent and honoured place,
integral with the body of knowledge of
its culture.
So I come to the question: what does
astrology allow us to think about
ourselves? And how come that it is still
so powerful and enduring for people
today?
I'll give you a definition of astrology
that moves towards this question. This
definition will no doubt be unexpected,
and indeed somewhat provocative for an
audience of psychoanalysts. Astrology
holds us because it is an interpretation of
human desire. But I will word this more
strictly: astrology is the hermeneutic of
desire."'
In this earlier astrological culture,
people character themselves in terms of
the planets. Elements of our vocabulary
are drawn directly from planetary and
cosmological references; the jovial,
martial, saturnine , temperaments, to talk
about
one's
zenith ,
to
talk

philosophically about the 'horizon' of
understanding. But where does desire
come in?
Perhaps you 'll know that the word
'consider ' comes from the Latin ,
'considere'. This means ' to bring
something together with the stars'. One
takes something up together with the
stars. This comes from an archaic period
when it was believed that what is shown
to humankind by the gods is revealed in
many forms, but the stars were
pre-eminent as that by which the
ineffable shows itself, or by which we
might seek to understand. This was a
time when it was believed that the
meaning of things rests in some way in
the mystery of the whole visible cosmos.
The great and unreachable heavens ,
therein must lie the deepest mystery.
That is where the god speaks, hence to
see how the god speaks: consider.
' Desire ' is perhaps even more
interesting as an etymology. It is a cousin
of 'consider'. The word is from the Latin
desiderare ', and it refers to that which is
from or concerning the stars. 'De' here
doesn't simply mean ' concerning': it
implies lack or absence or from-ness.
Desire is that which arises when one is
from the cosmos, one's desire is for the
cosmos, that which one could never
reach but which one considers for one's
meaning: the whole visible cosmos, the
world. And that is desire in its original
pagan meaning.

You know a word is powerli.Jl
when the early church takes it for
its OH-TJ
You know a word is powerful when
the early church takes it for its own. The
word is powerful because the desiderata,
'things which are to be desired', was an
early name taken for the mysteries of the
Eucharist. Christianity assimilates pagan
astral culture and divination into its own
model and effectively sublimates or
suppresses them. The celestial mystery
becomes that which is brought by Christ
in the Communion with Him, where a
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transubstantiation is made from the
heavenly into the actual body, the bread
that is eaten. That which is in the stars is
now known through Christ. This
assimilation shows and symbolises the
Christian redefinition of the mystery of
Desire obtained through the passion of
Christ. That in turn founds the image of
humanity in Christian civilisation.
The mystery, the 'desire', becomes
further sublimated or suppressed in
modern
'dynamic
psychiatry '.
Ellenberger suggests that we can take the
origin of modem psychiatry at the )X>int
where Mesmer showed that he could
make his magnetic conversions just as

Desire has got itself co11verted
i11to some secular form

-

-----~--.......

well as a famous exorcist priest of his
time. He could produce the same
phenomena without invoking Christ.
That )X>int marks the change in European
culture where the mystery is no longer
sacred. It inaugurates the rise of the
secular
psyche given to us by
psychoanalysis. I wonder where the
mystery has gone? Desire has got itself
converted into some secular form but it's
the same question. The deepest possible
consideration that one could take up in
modem philosophy or psychoanalysis is
no deeper than the question being
formulated by pagan astral worshippers
of 100 or 200 BC or before, no deeper.
We're all human beings. So it's on this
ba<>is that I talk to you as an astrologer. I
think we're round about the same things
although it doesn't at first appear to be
so. I think we're concerned with the
same de-sire, aren't we?
I shall now move to the second part
of my discussion, which will allow the
question that astrology can put to
psychoanalysis to be given a more
definite form. To achieve this I will
invoke the sophisticated end of astrology,
its practical work in the interpretation of
horoscopes . An analogy with
psychoanalysis will help explain why this
is necessary. To bring out the difference
4

between psychology and psychoanalysis,
we can JX>int to the latter as rooted in a
dynamic form of practice, which deals
with the particular and the individual, as
against the theoretical abstraction into
psychological laws. As psychoanalysis is
to psychological theory, so likewise
horoscopy, actual practical astrology in
the individual case, is a dynamic
application from a much wider
cosmological theory.
The horoscope is a map of the
appearance of the heavens, as seen from
a certain place on the earth's surface at a
certain time. It is direct and literal in its
representation. The sky above is the
upper part of the horoscope wheel, and
the sky that is below and cut off by the
horizon is shown by the lower half of the
wheel. It really is a phenomenological
representation of the world. There is a
wonderful four-foldedness which will
appeal to those of you who know your
Heidegger : you have here a symbol of
earth, sky, gods (the planets), and the
mortal who dwells, who is at the centre
of this, gazing at this framework. The
horoscope is that symbol.
There is a thing so unaccounted and
yet so primeval for us. We live on the
earth, beneath the sky, and we experience
the day and the night and the turning, and
we have done ever since we were thrown
at a moment of origin in time and space
into existence. That is what astrology
attempts to reveal. Dwelling on the earth,
below the sky, with a remarkable and
awesome order of things, points of ftre in
a mysterious pattern that always lifts the
soul. It doesn't matter what you try to do
to it, the contemplation of that picture
always exalts us in the primeval emotion
of a lifting towards the sky. That is part
of astrology as well.
I' II now show you a piece of
astrology. This is not being presented as
a therapy case, and I'm not here
suggesting that the work of an astrologer
is like the practice of seeing a patient in
psychotherapy. More simply than this,
my concern is the conm10n issue of
interpretation.
Here is a little story. One summer in
Wales an astrologer friend and I looked

at the horoscope of this woman who was
in a crisis on matters of love, and also
unsure where she was going in· life - does
that sound familiar? She wanted us to
look at her horoscope and see what
was wrong with her life. This is what
people tend to want when they
bring their horoscopes to be looked
at. Gemini is rising in her
horoscope, therefore a particular
significator for her is the planet
Mercury, ruling Gemini. Mercury
is 'afflicted' in this horoscope. It
is retrograde and opposed by a
powerful exalted Saturn. Mercury
is the planet of language and
communication. As a corroborative
detail, we note the Mercury-related
third house, with Pluto on the third cusp
and the South Node, the Dragon's tail, in
the third. We begin to pick up a
consistency here.
This lady had a slight awkwardness in
her diction, nothing remarkable, but of
course it is a clue. In the light of her
horoscope we caught the detail, put two
and two together, and came out with text
stuff:
a
' problem
in
book
communication'. Banal or not as an
interpretation, lo and behold, it was so, as
her story soon made clear. She'd bad
trouble as a child because she was slow
at school and seen to be stupid. It wasn' t
until adolescence that it was diagnosed
that she was deaf in one ear. That is a
classic Saturnine affliction. Some
astrologers would be pokey enough to
get that straight off from the chart but
I'm not that good. At the time, what we
got from the chart before she told us her
story was: 'a communication problem' .
That was enough.
The Mercury configuration is tied up
with a T-square to Uranus in the first
house, identifying her personally with a
rebellious streak. She was a rebel in a
modest way, an upper middle class
English rose sort who 'd ended up in
squalid circumstances on the north Wales
coast. She had rejected her father 's
values. He was a civil service type in a
hi gh placing. I took it that her
relationship to her father was being
played out here. Perhaps that's another

banality, borrowed from psychology, but
then everything I do as an astrologer is
necessarily influenced in this way. So
this cardinal T-square is going to lead to
erratic behaviour on her part as she tries
to handle the terrible constraint that she's
not being heard, she can' t hear, which is
perhaps something to do with her father.
The astrology however can testify ·
even more exactly. The opposition of
Saturn to Mercury falls across the
parental axis in the horoscope (the fourth
and tenth houses). As an astrologer I can
say yes, the 'psychoanalytic' interpretation about her father is probably correct,
because the parental axis is shown to be
involved. Perhaps she fails to live up to
her father ' s ideals: Saturn in Li bra,
exalted, very high standards.
There 's a trine from that gawky
rebellious Uranus to a powerful Mars, in
Scorpio in the fifth. She'll find a release
to the whole thing through that Mars.
This is easy for an astrologer to judge:
it's sexy and probably a man. We've got
a male symbol in a sexy sign (Scorpio),
and it's in a sexy area of the horoscope
(the fifth bouse). Further, the seventh
house of the horoscope, representing the
Other, is here governed by Jupiter, ruler
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of Sagittarius on the seventh cusp. This
Other has a tremendous image in her
horoscope, something of an ideal, on her
eleventh house cusp, together with her
Sun in Aries. As Aries is ruled by Mars,
we come back to Mars. She will fmd the
significant Other here, through this Mars.
Immediately before the time that we
were talking with her, she had taken up
in a quite disastrous relationship with a
man who was a Welsh nationalist, who
hated the English. The price of the
relationship with him was that she should
speak Welsh. She was trying to do the
Welsh bit, he would speak to her in
Welsh and expect her to make the
attempt to speak in Welsh. So one feels
that this business of not hearing and not
being heard has been replayed, doesn't
one? Bear in mind the 'theme of Aries,
ruled by Mars, potent and deadly in its
other sign , Scorpio. This will show the
Other. And the man we are talking had
the nickname ' Red' . Her man was a red
man, he was a Mars man. When our
paths crossed I learned to keep my
distance from him . I' m a townie type,

The symbolism is shown directly
manifested in the people, their
names, their colours, as well as
their personalities
and not used to this sort of thing, I
realised the ducks in the backyard aren' t
just for eggs, they' re for dinner with their
necks wrung. I saw him once casually
with a revolver he happened to be
cleaning.
lt is in this way that we know our
astrology. It's not a matter of general
influences or character predisposition.
The symbolism is shown directly
manifested in the people, their names,
their co lours, as we ll as their
personalities.
Two things are important to
understand here. The example I've
described should not lead you to
conclude that every detail of this
person's life could in principle be
revealed to me. All we have is the one
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story we were given at the time we
happened to be looking at her chart, the
pertinent story for her, then. That is the
story which comes to life in the
horoscope.
------~~·

----~-

Beyond something they've been
directly shown, what is there for
the astrologer to say?

---- --

---

The second point concerns the nature
of technique in astrology. When an
astrologer believes they have a plausibly
correct interpretation, then this should
show itself in time. If this woman is with
this Mars man now, it must show now
and not two years ago or two years later.
In fact at the rum of the year her Sun had
'progressed' to sixteen and a quarter
Taurus, opposite Mars. Further, in the
late Spring of that year, around the time
she was taking up the relationship,
transiting Jupiter had come on to that
axis, once again in an opposition. The
map is identifying in time the
signification already seen. That is a
correct method within traditional
astrology for ensuring that one ' s
interpretation is plausible. In this way we
limit wild symbolic amplification - an all
too easy error.
When a discipline, a craft, is
observed, astrology is enabled to reveal
itself in these unique pertinences, as in
the case already discussed. Beyond these
cuttings across of lively symbolism, the
astrologer is unwise to speculate. Beyond
something they' ve been directly shown,
what is there for the astrologer to say?
There is a great corruption in our
tradition, which is still with us in modern
astrology. This is a totalising
generalisation whlch takes off from the
amazing way symbol reveals itself in
these particulars. There is a fall acious
attirude which imagines that somehow, if
only we had the right techn ique ,
interpretation could be extended as far as
we like, as if there is everywhere at every
moment some universal machine of
symbols. This attitude does not accord
with practical experience. But I also
admit that many astrologers would feel I

was somehow selling the subject short,
because astrology ought to be revealing
itself a11 of the time, so that all the
important facts of somebody's life should
be capable of being shown through
astrology. But it's not so.
I will now twn to a comparison with
the question of interpretation in
psychoanalysis. How do things come to
light in psychoanalysis? A client will say
things, and what comes to light is often a
product of a dream or a slip of the
tongue. It is these products of the
irrational that are 'interpreted'. I take it
that this classical Freudian method is still
part of the substance of your practice.
You psychoanalysts don't need me to tell
you that there has been much
philosophical criticism of the basis of
such interpretation. Does the fact that a
method of 'free association' leads to
revelations affirmed by the analysand,
mean that there really is a mechanism by
which a certain repression has led by
strict deterministic channels through to a
certain slip of the tongue? This position
of Freud's is a matter of great debate, and
it is by no means clear that it has been
convincingly established. So the project
of psychoanalysis in that fundamental
sense of Freud's interpretations, is still
far from having been secured by
anybody, it remains a matter of belief.
However, this method seems to work and
it - or the analyst - produces good results.
Timpanaro's
cri tique
of
psychoanalysis is useful in order to raise
a certain dilemma for you. [Sebastiano
Timpanaro: 'The Freudian Slip']. He sets
---~·-

----- ----.. -...
...
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The project ofps}Choanalysis
remains a matter ofbelief
to work unbuilding Freud's examples in
the 'Psychopathology of Everyday Life'.
For i.11stance in the 'aliquis' associations,
a case can be made that any of the words
of the Virgil line could by association be
led back meaningfully enough to the
result that Freud wanted. Freud has
chosen a 'slip' but non-slip words can be
made to produce the same result! In other
words psychoanalytic associations are

essentially arbitrary. Many years ago
there was a similar knock against Freud
from a researcher called Schneider who
experimented on himself and his
subjects, using the method of ' free
association' to randomly produced
numbers. He demonstrated that the
pattern of association so derived
appeared to demonstrate why that
random number had to be produced - as
if the random number, like a dream
image or a slip of the tongue, were
psychically determined. Schneider takes
it for granted that the random number
could have no connection with the
psychic situation of the subj ect.
Wittgenstein made a similar observation
when he said that if we took any set of
haphazard items found on a table, we
would be able by this same process of
association to produce from their pattern
a meaningful story, as if we had
' unconsciously' arranged them in that
order.
There is a telling comparison in the
middle of all of this. Timpanaro says you
could have the same result from
palmistry. A good palmist will start a line
of inquiry with somebody which will
lead to a revelation. This can be affumed
by the client, and it can move them. And
of course, this doesn't validate the
method of palmistry, which is clearly'
assumed to be arbitrary. Whenever the
image of divination comes in, that is
taken to be the the end of the argument.
Divination is not real, hence to show that
something is equivalent to divination
means there is nothing more to say.
Nobody taking up the discussion ,
including Freud, seriously imagines there
would be anything more to discuss.
I raise this question of ' arbitrariness'
because the phenomena produced in
astrology are indeed of the same order, in
a fundamental sense. Of course some
astrologers will try to offer you a washed
out watered down mechanism by which
the stars are ' influencing' in some way.
They want to hold on to a 'real effect' as
opposed to the 'merely arbitrary' act of
subjective interpretation. It can't be done.
There is no convincing way you can
imagine the means by which a chap
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called Red is produced, yet the symbols
are really showing, to the point that
intelligent inferences and predictions can
be made. However, the idea of
mechanism can be so easily seen through
that the intelligent astrologer is (or ought
to be) liberated from false positivistic
reductions of the phenomenon.
What is this phenomenon? It is very
mysterious. I can offer you no answers,
but I can give you a big question. The
phenomenon we're arriving at is
something quite extraordinary. It seems
that in the act of consciousness and the
act of interpretation, meaningful patterns
of understanding are revealed which have
truth value, real value in the real world,
yet where there can be found no 'cause',
n o mechanistic , bio logi cal or
physiological function which has ordered
rationally their coming into being. This is
the order of humanity's knowing which
is called divination . So the question I put
to you concerns that part of the method
of psychoanalysis where there occurs the
reading, symbolically or metaphorically,
from the occurrence of something
essentially randomly given. Intelligently
taken by somebody seeing and listening
at the right moment, this appears to lead
to a truthful understanding. The
revelation is brought back to the one
through whom it was originall y
expressed. This, in any culture, would be
called divination.
Something astounds me about our
culture, an extraordinary repression.
Formal practices of divination are used by
many, many intelligent men and women.
T here will be a smidgeoning of these
practices amongst you. In a group such as
ours
many of us_.._..will have.,.,...,..,.,..,..,..
employed
for
. .,.
... _..._.......,.._
·-"'"""'~"',...

..

__

Divination is so unspeakable
there is no basis upon which it
could be spoken
decisions that count , sophisticated
technical practices of divination. For us
this is most likely to be the I-Ching, the
Book of Changes, but it could also be the
Tarot. Even for those who do not make
such practices, they will be famili ar with
intelligent people who do such things. Yet
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at no point does that practice, its
implication, its understanding, enter into
philosophical or academic debate, at no
point. [t is so unspeakable, there is no
basis upon which it could be spoken.
Now of all people it is the
psychoanalysts who are close to this
phenomenon. That is why I'm asking
them to consider whether the metaphor
of divinat ion could be useful and
powerful fo r certain of the steps of
understanding they take.
It would seem that Freud noses thi s,
smells it, sniffs it. There's a lovely
discussion in Bruno Bettelheim's book,
' Freud and Man's Soul ' , concerning the
translation of the title of Freud's great
work ' Di e Traumdeutung ' - The
Interpretation of Dreams. Freud chooses
the word 'deutung', which is not
straightforwardly 'explanation ' in the
scientific sense. The closest analogy in
German is 'stemdeutung' - astrology. In
German the word used by Freud
resonates with the idea of the ' divinatory
interpretation ' of dreams, just as
s ternde utung is the divinatory
interpretation of the stars. There is this
resonance, and Freud appears to wish
this.
Freud' s attitude on these things is
ambiguous, but even this ambiguity is
truthful. Freud is taking one of the
ancient divi natory methods, the
interpretation of certain spontaneous
images that occur in dreams, through
which he seeks to reveal a deeper truth.
Out of a whole complex of reasons he
validates these interpretations by a
certain set of theories. He does this
brilliantly, and by this theory he allows a
practice whereby dreams are read. So
you psychoanalysts are doing this thing.
You say you' re doing it because of this,
that and the other piece of theory but
you're doing thi s thing , die
Traumdeutung. That' s wholly admirable.
But you see why I ask whether this is a
mantic form disguised under lots of
rationalisation. Is the phenomenology of
divination at the root of the question?
We astrologers are interpreting
symbols metaphorically. The whole basis
of divination is metaphor. A study of Old

Testament divination has shown that it
all depends on word play: prophecies and
divinations are all about double meaning,
the very stuff of psychoanalysis. The
word 'metaphor' comes from the Greek.

The La tin trans/a tion for
metaphor gives us the word
'transference'. Transference is
metaphor
The Latin translation for metaphor gives
us the word 'transference'. Transference
is metaphor. If I said that as part of my
practice 'I establish a situation, a certain
space, wherein a metaphoric process will
occur, in order to reveal', as opposed to
' I establish an analytic situation wherein
a transference phenomenon will occur',
wouldn't I be talking about something
very similar? The analyst and the
astrologer are concerned with
transferences of meaning occurring in
different situations. They're both reading
those transferences , reading them as
metaphors. To see this clearly we have to
overcome the modern rather weak
concept of metaphor. We often have a
concept of metaphor as something like
something else. What I' d like to bring
out is the full-bloodied metaphor, as in
transubstantiation in the Mass. That thing
IS that thing for which it stands. I believe
we share this phenomenon to some
extent in common. So I ask the question
as to whether ' divination' might itself be
a fruitful metaphor for the practice of
psychoanalysis.
Because of the modern repression of
divination , the messages you get from
most astrologers will give you a
completely false impression. What
astrologers say their subject is and their
actual practice are two entirely different
things. Astrologers usually give a filthy
account of their subject that will put off
any right-thinking person. A few of us
try to think about these things. But we
represent a little squeak on the very
margins of mainstream astrology. We' re
hardly representative. We have to do
arm-wrestling with our fellow astrologers
to get them to see that astrology has any

significant relationship with divination.
Part of our work is to liberate astrology
from a false positivism, to reveal a
phenomenology of divination. This raises
an extraordinary question for all of us,
including psychoanalysts. It ' s at that
point the astrologer does perhaps have
something to say to you.
*The ' Hermeneutic of Desire' : It was Vernon
Wells' insistence on the significance of the
etymology of 'desire' that first set me on the
track of certain of the comparisons made here.
' Desire' in its most profound sense is well
symbolised in the horoscope by the Sun, ·our
star', an interpretation which was first
suggested by Gordon Watson. The horoscope
I have used as an example was not purposely
elected towards this goal. but appears strongly
suggestive of psychoanalytic readings of
'desire'.
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Owls are the first stars,
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Mars, Jupiter or Venus
Piercing the twilight,
~
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Voices from another world,

Sonorous spirits.
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